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• 	Enjoy the full print, scan, copy and fax

functionality these three colour systems
offer to increase your workflow efficiency.

• 	Execllent image quality gives your

documents an impressive look & feel and
reflects the professionality of your business.

• 	Outstanding document security is

esured thanks to the Toshiba Secure
HDD, which protectes your data
from unauthorised access.

• 	Ease of use can be taken for granted and

will help optimise your document workflow.

• 	Low power consumption, duplex printing
and energy save modes are just a few of
the features to support sn economical
and ecological business environment.

e-STUDIO287cs/347cs/407cs

KEY FEATURES
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Intuitive usage via a large colour touch panel gives
easy access to the print, scan, copy and fax function.
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Excellent image quality with exceptional clarity and
sharpness will deliver impressive colour documents.

3

Bases on reliable Toshiba e-BRIDGE technology
the e-STUDIO407 series seemlessly
integrates into exsiting print ﬂeets and
allows easy yet effective administration.
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Thanks to the Toshiba Secure Hard Disk Drive
with self-wiping technology and sophisticates
authentication method, the systems offer
an outstanding level of data security.
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A paper capacity of up to 3,160 pages
ensures that even large print jobs are
processes without interruption.
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Compact design, easy integration, excellent
colour and monochrome image quality – the
e-STUDIO407CS series gives you a choice
of three models for multifunctional A4
document production at speeds ranging
from 28 to 40 pages per minute. Thanks to
e-BRIDGE technology, the A4 specialists ﬁt
seamlessly into existing ﬂeets.

A STYLISH
ALL-ROUNDER
The right device in the right place

Some jobs call for a specialist: With the large numbers of
documents processed in most offices, a compact device
specialised in A4 can significantly enhance convenience and
productivity. To ensure maximum efficiency wherever large
volumes of A4 documents are required, Toshiba has designed
three stylish multifunctional systems which are fully equipped
with e-BRIDGE technology for smooth and easy integration into
existing fleets. This gives offices easy access to A4 documents
at all times.

Each unit provides all-in-one functions – print, scan, copy,
optional fax – and can be individually configured and expanded
to fit evolving needs.
With the Toshiba e-BRIDGE technology for easy integration
into existing network environments, the e-STUDIO407CS series
is equipped to adapt to growing and changing workflows.

In size, shape and performance, the e-STUDIO407CS series fits
perfectly into modern offices. Compact as they are, the three
models of this series are loaded with performance – like an
effective speed of 28, 34 and 40 pages per minute (ppm)
respectfully, useful finishing options and intuitive operation via
the large touchscreen.
By adding up to five additional paper sources such as cassettes
or a large capacity feeder, the devices can offer a total paper
capacity of as many as 3,160 sheets. This enables different
users or departments to print on separate colours or
letterheads, whithout constantly having to change paper.
Therefore, these three models are ideal for departments and
workgroups requiring reliable productivity.

Crystal clear down to the smallest detail

Whether images or text, colour or monochrome, the
e-STUDIO407CS series deliver A4 prints, scans and copies in
the exceptional clarity and sharpness you, your staff and
customers expect from a Toshiba system. Fine lines and tiny
dots come out crystal clear, with a wide range of colour
nuances and excellent glossiness.

The Universal Printer Driver is a user-friendly feature which
allows the storing of personal settings via one-touch templates.
Furthermore, activating department- and/or user-codes
enables easy handling of access rights to the various functions.

A specialist with trusted ease-of-use

The intelligent e-BRIDGE controller and large 9-inch colour
touch panel make operation convenient and intuitive. A range
of personal setting options in Toshiba’s sophisticated template
management system enhance convenience, efficiency and
accuracy. Documents can be converted into various digital file
formats and a USB interface allows easy transfer to offline
storage media as well as direct printing from USB drives.

A sound investment in adaptability

This A4 series is designed for image quality, performance and
versatility in three models that all deliver the same outstanding
value for money, but offer a choice of different print speeds.

Designed with the environment in mind

With many companies seeking to reduce their ecological footprints, Toshiba has placed sustainability and
climate protection high on the agenda in developing the e-STUDIO407cs series. The three models are
designed to operate at low energy and save resources. They offer duplex printing to save paper as well
as auto energy save modes. The series complies fully with the ENERGY STAR® emissions standard.
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About Toshiba Tec
Toshiba Tec Nordic is part of the globally operating Toshiba
Tec Corporation, active in various high-tech industrial sectors.

Toshiba Tec Corporation is a leading provider of information
technology, operating across multiple industries - ranging from
retail, education and business services to hospitality and
manufacturing. With headquarters in Japan and over 80
subsidiaries worldwide, Toshiba Tec Corporation helps
organisations transform the way they create, record, share,
manage and display information.

For more information please contact us:
Toshiba Tec Nordic
Frösundaleden 2B
169 70 Stockholm
Sweden
Telephone
+46 8 734 46 00

Website
www.toshibatec-tnd.com

Together Information is Toshiba’s vision for how people and organisations
create, record, share, manage and display ideas and data.
It is based on our belief that the most successful organisations are those
that communicate information in the most efficient way .
We make that possible through an integrated portfolio of
industry-specific solutions, all of which reflect Toshiba’s commitment to
the future of the planet.
For more information please visit www.togetherinformation.com
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